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Foreword
Lancashire is one of the largest local economies in the North of England. With a population of 1.4m people, Lancashire's economy generates over £23 Billion
in Gross Value Added with 44,000 businesses, supporting nearly 615,000 jobs. A multi-faceted area, Lancashire boasts a rich industrial tradition with
significant economic strengths and key challenges, with the potential to enhance sustainable economic growth and generate employment through the
investment of European Structural and Investment (ESI) funds.
The Lancashire LEP was established in 2011 and is focused in driving forward major initiatives to support economic growth. The LEP has been notionally
allocated €XXm of ESI Funds for the programme period 2014-20. These funds will be invested in parallel to the Lancashire Growth Deal and will be used to
increase productivity levels for key economic sectors, promote sustainable employment growth and tackle the barriers to employment for Lancashire's most
disadvantaged communities.
With strong leadership and robust governance structures, the Lancashire is well placed to take guide and direct ESI Funds in support of economic and
employment growth. ESI funding will increase our capacity to unlock the economic potential of Lancashire’s businesses and residents and make a significant
contribution to the Government's Growth Programme
This Strategy sets out Lancashire’s for the local economy and indicates how ESI Funds can support their achievement.
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1. Introduction
Lancashire has been at the forefront of economic change since the first Industrial Revolution. Today a strong combination of high growth companies,
technological innovation, academic excellence and renowned quality of life and place, provide a sustainable economic platform to build on through the twenty
first century.
Lancashire has key competitive advantages that can be become drivers of sustainable growth and we expect the area's key sectors – Advanced Engineering
and Manufacturing (Aerospace & Automotive) and Energy - to exceed national trends over the programme period. These sectors, amongst others, are central
to Lancashire’s and the UK's economic success. As a result, rather than reflecting UK averages at local level, we have adopted a Smart Specialisation
approach with a focus on Lancashire's economic opportunities and assets.
Driven by the Lancashire Local Enterprise Partnership, the priorities and actions identified in the recently agreed Growth Plan have the potential to create up to
50,000 new jobs over the next 10 years and generate additional economic activity worth over £3 billion to Lancashire's economy. By achieving these
challenging outcomes, our employment rate will out-perform the UK average, and the value of the area’s economy would rise by an additional 10% by 2023
Local Enterprise Partnerships were requested to prepare ESI Funds Strategies to set the framework for the new round of EU Structural Funds from 2014 until
2020. The strategies are based upon the themes of the Common Strategic Framework and in support of the national Growth Programme. In Lancashire’s
case, the ESI Funds Strategy will combine three Structural and Investment Funds - the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the European Social
Fund (ESF) and the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD).
In the developing the Strategy the LEP has assessed how key sectors in the Lancashire economy will support the Government's industrial policy and make a
significant contribution to the twin national aims of rebalancing the economy and supporting export led growth. The LEP has a lso recognised the need to
ensure that Lancashire’s residents are able to access the benefits of growth and have the necessary opportunities and skills to do so. This growth will be
supported by our natural capital and developing environmental resilience to the impacts of climate change.
Key Lancashire Sectors
•

Advanced Manufacturing

•

Aerospace and Aviation

•

Automotive Manufacturing

•

Creative, Digital, ICT and New Media

•

Energy Generation and Environmental Technology

•

Business, Professional and Health Services

•

Visitor Economy

•

Food and Drink including Agri-tech

•

Rural Growth

•

•

•
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National Priority Sectors

Advanced Manufacturing
Aerospace
Automotive
Life sciences
Agri-tech
Knowledge services
Education
Information Economy
Professional business services
Enabling sectors
Energy: nuclear, oil and gas and offshore wind
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Lancashire's key sectors have the potential to deliver a scale if growth which will have a transformational effect on the local economy. Lancashire has core
capabilities from which to sustain the existing economic base and underpin new growth and investment.
Lancashire is developing a track record in delivering support for the economy through creating the right infrastructure for private sector led sustainable growth.
The existence of the right investment sites, premises and infrastructure is crucial to ensure that Lancashire businesses can remain productive. Addressing our
infrastructure constraints needs to be carried out in parallel with support for innovation, resource efficiency and skill development to ensure Lancashire can
build upon its competitive advantages, and our businesses are able to grow sustainably and remain competitive. These objectives are currently being
supported through a range of initiatives including,
The Preston, South Ribble and Lancashire City Deal addresses the infrastructure issues that will release the economic potential of core locations through a
£340m Investment and Delivery Programme. This will deliver more than 20,000 net new private sector jobs and £2.3 billion in leveraged commercial
investment. It has secured a 10 year funding allocation for major transport schemes.
The Lancashire Growing Places Fund has fully committed its allocation of £20m to support economic infrastructure and will invest recycled funds through a
second wave of activity. So far, it has attracted £100m of additional investment, supporting the creation of 3,000 new jobs and over 400,000 sq. of new
business space.
The Lancashire Enterprise Zone will focus on our Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing sector. It will promote Research and Development capability and
support supply chain and skills development activity, acting as the focal point for a network of centres of excellence across Lancashire. In addition, the recently
designated Blackpool Airport and Hillhouse Enterprise Zones will support growth in the Energy and Chemical sectors.
Support for growth orientated SMEs is being provided through BOOST, Lancashire’s Growth Hub, which brings together £40m of programmes, including £7m
ERDF, to support high growth companies and Start Ups delivering 2000 jobs.
Superfast Lancashire will ensure that businesses have access to speedy and modern fibre broadband communications, through a £130m investment
programme, of which £15m is ERDF, connecting companies and key strategic and employment sites.
The Lancashire Growth Deal will support a range of growth business and innovation activity, with ESIF resources playing a key role in ensuring the benefits of
economic growth are shared by all residents of Lancashire. This will include support for Lancashire residents to develop their skills, in the context of increasing
demand for higher level qualifications, and access the employment opportunities being created.
Additional interventions will be required in order for Lancashire to achieve its full potential. ESI funds will be used to deliver significant levels of investment, in
particular support for high growth businesses, and related skills, and the infrastructure required to develop Lancashire’s economic potential. Our ESI Funds
Strategy sets out the key aims and objectives for funding over the period 2014-20. It is based upon discussions and consultation with a range of partners and
reflects local priorities1.

1

See Annex E for a list of the partners consulted in the development process
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2. A Vision for Lancashire's Economy
The Enterprise Partnership’s aim focus is to foster the right conditions for growth: to invest in innovation, skills, enterprise and infrastructure2 to accelerate
the achievement of Lancashire’s full economic potential. As the fourth largest economy in the north of England, Lancashire offers, through this Strategy, a
mechanism to use ESI Funds to invest in opportunities that will have a national impact; doing so in a way that means it can also tackle its challenges.
Although Lancashire did experience sustained economic growth in the period up to 2008, with readily identifiable 'hotspots' such as Preston and Lancaster, the
area's average economic performance has consistently lagged behind that of UK and neighbouring areas. Between 2007 and 2011 Lancashire's economy
grew by 4.4% compared to 6.5% nationally and 4.9% regionally; Lancashire’s GVA per capita being 77% of the UK average.
With an international reputation in Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing and a nationally significant role to play in energy generation Lancashire can
match and outperform competitor locations if the right environment for business growth is established. With additional opportunities in energy generation and,
and related supply chains, Food and Drink (including Agri tech) and the Visitor Economy, Lancashire can use ESI funds to build upon its existing strengths.
The LEP is working to unlock growth opportunities across Lancashire to create a more balanced economy, especially in terms of reversing the low growth
trajectories of East Lancashire and Blackpool. ESI Funds will be used to support those places that are redefining and re-establishing their economic purpose
and seeking to create additional employment opportunities for local residents.
The LEP Strategic Economic Plan provides the strategic framework that will guide and underpin Lancashire's economic investment priorities. It builds upon
Lancashire's strengths in support of economic growth, and access to the benefits of growth for all Lancashire’s communities. In order to maximise the impact of
Lancashire’s key economic assets the LEP will seek to strengthen the linkages between clusters of industry, innovation and technological excellence in support
of National and Lancashire growth priorities.
The Plan sets out a vision for the future development of Lancashire's economy based upon the following underpinning objectives;
Establish Lancashire as a natural home for high growth companies with a clear focus on maximising the competitive strengths of the local economy
Reclaim Lancashire's role as one of the nation's key centres for advanced manufacturing by fully realising the economic potential of Lancashire's
aerospace and engineering sector, and its supply chains, which are amongst the strongest and most significant in the UK.
Drive forward the Lancashire, Blackpool and Hillhouse Enterprise Zones and Preston and Lancashire City Deal, as the key drivers of new sustainable
growth, with the clear potential to deliver economic benefits for the whole of Lancashire and the wider region.
Maximise the economic value and benefits of an ‘Arc of Prosperity' across Lancashire, which links centres of research and innovation excellence and
globally competitive business clusters across the area.
Oversee and develop complementary Local Growth Accelerator Strategies, focused on delivering economic change at a local level.
2

Built and Natural
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Develop Sector Delivery Plans to unlock opportunities of national significance in emerging and established growth sectors which have the potential
to create new investment, business growth and employment opportunities.
Create the right local conditions for business and investment success. The ERDF supported Superfast Lancashire and the Lancashire Business Growth
Hub are key elements of an integrated business support offer designed to support the ambitions of high growth companies. The LEP's Growing Places Fund
(GPF) is providing investment support for commercial development schemes across Lancashire. These successes can be built upon with ESI Funds providing
a key element of the funding ‘mix’.
Refocus the local skills system to make it more responsive to business skills demands. The LEP's Skills Board is developing a skills plan with clear
priorities, which will better align adult skills funding, and national initiatives such as Employer Ownership of Skills to address current and emerging skill
requirements in Lancashire. The Opt Ins offered through the Lancashire ESI Funds Strategy will have the opportunity to play a major role in supporting this
activity.
Lancashire's continuing focus on strengthening its industrial bases by targeting innovation and the skills and supply chain solutions required to ensure that
Lancashire remains globally competitive and attraction to international investors will ensure the longer term viability of the area over the coming years.
The objectives and actions identified in the Lancashire Strategic Economic Plan have the potential to create up to 50,000 new jobs over the next 10 years and
generate additional economic activity, in excess of the current trend rate of growth, valued at over £3 billion. By achieving these challenging outcomes,
Lancashire’s employment rate would out-perform the UK average, and the value of the area’s economy would rise by an additional 10% by 2023.
A range of infrastructure activities, including strategic transport initiatives, to address growth constraints, will help deliver the LEP’s growth ambitions.

8
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3. Lancashire's Economic Strengths, Opportunities and Challenges
3.1

Lancashire's Economy

Lancashire's economy currently generates over £23 Billion in Gross Value Added (GVA), with 44,000 businesses (the vast majority of which are SMEs),
supporting nearly 615,000 jobs. In addition to major international companies including BAe Systems, Rolls Royce, Toshiba-Westinghouse and Safran Aircelle, it
has an excellent cohort of dynamic, diverse and innovative SMEs. These businesses support a range of supply chain activity and contribute substantially to
Lancashire and UK productivity.
By focusing on our key economic strengths, such as Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering and the supply chain opportunities arising from the Energy
sector, Lancashire can reemphasise its position as a National and International economic leader and address gaps with competitor locations. In particular,
Lancashire will target ESI funds to strengthen and
deepen technological supply chains across a range
of sectors in support of higher growth and
employment creation.
Manufacturing is the single largest contributor to
the Lancashire economy at 19% of total GVA
Although a growing economy pre 2008,
Lancashire's growth was based upon lower GVA
service industries and the expansion of the public
sector. For example, between 2007 and 2011,
Lancashire's economy grew by 4.4% compared to
6.5% nationally. Lancashire's GVA per capita being
only 77% of the UK average.
Manufacturing GVA, the main contributor to the
economy, only grew by 4% to £4.3bn, compared to
service sectors such as real estate which showed
Figure 1 Source ONS Business Register and Employment Survey 2012
growth in GVA of 155%, information and
communication with an increase of 108%, and
business services with 103% GVA growth. Many of these businesses operate in a highly competitive international market and it is vital that the issues faced
are understood and the conditions created to enable competition and growth.
Public sector GVA increased by nearly 90% over this period, in particular in the health and education sectors.

9
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Increase in GVA by Sector 1997-2008

Lancashire’s GVA gap with the rest of the country is predicted to
increase as, although Lancashire's economy is predicted to grow
by 27% over the next ten years, it will still fall behind the rest of
the UK whose average growth will be 33%. This trend will
exacerbate and deepen long term productivity and income gaps.
ESI Funds will have a key role to play in boosting Lancashire’s
economic performance and narrowing the gap.

Mining, quarrying and utlilities
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor…
Transportation and storage
Accommodation and food services
Information and communication
Financial and insurance
Real estate activities
Professional, scientific and technical activities
Business administration and support services
Public administration and defence
Education
Health
Arts, entertainment, recreation & other services
0%

20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120% 140% 160% 180%

Although Manufacturing makes the largest contribution to
Lancashire's economy, historically its GVA growth has been
below that experienced by other sectors.

Figure 2 Source ONS Business Register and Employment Survey 2012

Forecast GVA Growth 2013-2030

% Forecast GVA Growth
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60%
50%
40%
30%

Lancashire LEP

20%

North West

10%

United Kingdom

0%
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2025

2028

2030

Year
Figure 3 Source: Lancashire Economic Forecasts, Oxford Economics, 2013
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The capabilities that exist within Lancashire's businesses make up
a unique national and international asset the potential of which, if
fully realised, would do much to secure our economic future based
upon current and future contribution to productivity, employment
and wealth creation.
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As can be seen from Figure 4 the Lancashire ‘average’ masks significant geographic differences. Some areas, such as Chorley, Lancaster and West
Lancashire predicted to outperform Lancashire and national trends, whilst others such as Blackpool, Burnley and Pendle are predicted to underperform
significantly.

Forecast GVA Growth by District 2013-2030
(Selected Districts)
70%

Preston is forecast to continue to be the largest contributor to
Lancashire's GVA in the longer term, with the Lancashire
Enterprise Zone districts (Fylde, South Ribble and Ribble
Valley) forecast to contribute over 16% of Lancashire's GVA up
to 2030.

% Forecast GVA Growth

60%

50%

Blackpool

The Lancashire ‘average’ masks the significant
variations that lie within the Lancashire with traditional
lower value manufacturing areas performing the worst

Burnley
40%

Chorley
Lancaster

30%

Pendle
West Lancashire

20%

The City Deal districts (Preston and South Ribble) are predicted
to contribute 27% and with the unitary authorities of Blackpool
and Blackburn contributing 7% and 9% respectively.

Lancashire LEP
10%

United Kingdom

0%
2013

2015

2018

2020

2023

2025

2028

2030

Year
Figure 4 Source: Lancashire Economic Forecasts, Oxford Economics, 2013

In the decade before the economic slowdown Lancashire saw substantial jobs growth of over 11% compared to 7.5% nationally, with places like Preston
showing growth in excess of 20%, largely driven by the Service Sector. This growth tended to be lower GVA and so did not have the same impact upon
incomes and productivity as it did nationally.
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Forecast GVA Contribution by District
% GVA Contribution

16.0%
14.0%
12.0%
10.0%
8.0%
6.0%
4.0%
2.0%
0.0%

2010

2015

2020

2025

Year

2030

Blackburn with Darwen
Blackpool
Burnley
Chorley
Fylde
Hyndburn
Lancaster
Pendle
Preston
Ribble Valley
Rossendale
South Ribble
West Lancashire
Wyre

Source: Lancashire Economic Forecasts, Oxford Economics, 2013

Lancashire has seen a decline in employment of 2.5% since 2008, slightly below the national trend, compared to 3% nationally. Lancashire's economic activity
rates now mirror that of the UK average but there are spatial variations that are closely associated with skills/deprivation levels and rural/urban areas. Eight of
the 14 Lancashire Local Authorities have economic activity rates that either are on par with or are higher than the national average e.g., Ribble Valley and
West Lancashire. However, six districts have economic inactivity rates well above the national average with Blackburn and Darwen and Wyre's rates
exceeding 30%. This correlates with areas of lower economic growth and skills, the result being areas of severe social and economic deprivation contrasting
with areas of prosperity and growth.
In order to support more geographically focused activity the LEP has agreed to pursue a number of Local Growth Accelerator initiatives for east
Lancashire, Blackpool, West Lancashire and Lancaster. They will be based upon creating the opportunities and environment for local economic and
housing growth.
Lancashire has the potential and latent capacity to deliver higher GVA and employment growth in support of the Government's e conomic objectives, including
addressing the productivity gap and re-establishing Lancashire's strategic importance to the UK economy. To achieve this Lancashire needs to unlock the
potential of key sectors and rebalance the economy, shifting from the public sector to higher value private sector led growth. Targeted investment is required to
sustain and build upon predicted growth by supporting local businesses, and attracting additional investment, to develop and expand through new products
and markets. Part of the challenge is to link business and jobs growth with disadvantaged individuals and communities, some of the most deprived in England,
and promote the benefits of economic growth through improved skills, increased entrepreneurism and enterprise.
ESI funds will be directed to support interventions to ensure Lancashire builds upon and exploits and enhances the opportunities being created.
12
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3.2. Lancashire's Growth Sectors
Of the industrial sectors in Lancashire Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing (AEM) is especially significant for the UK. Manufacturing employs
almost 80,000 people and accounts for nearly a fifth of Lancashire’s £23 billion economy. The sector dominates Lancashire's economic activity and
wealth creation and will be supported to expand further, in particular through export led growth. The development of Lancashire’s manufacturing base will be
further aided by the Government's designation of Assisted Area Status, with a focus on the M65 corridor from Blackburn to Pendle, investment areas on the
Fylde Coast and up to Lancaster, containing the majority of Lancashire’s manufacturing SMEs.
Lancashire has the single largest concentration of aerospace production in the UK, employing over 20,000 people and remains one of the most important
centres for high technology manufacturing nationally. A key priority for the LEP is the development of Lancashire’s Enterprise Zones and related supply chain
and skills activity, supporting technological innovation and integration.
Energy is a developing sector with the potential to create new investment, business growth and employment opportunities. Lancashire has a major
contribution to make in helping to deliver the nation’s energy generation and low carbon strategies and there is major opportunity for economic and
employment growth.
Lancashire will seek to maximise the economic value of its
natural environment with Off-Shore and On-Shore wind,
as well as Biomass. Lancashire's manufacturing expertise
harnessed to internationally important research facilities,
such as those existing and proposed at Lancaster
University, means there are significant opportunities for
Lancashire to be the home to the technologies of the
future.

Forecast GVA Contribution by Sector
Agriculture, forestry & fishing
Mining, quarrying & utilities
Manufacturing
Construction
Wholesale & retail; repair of motor vehicles
Transportation & storage
Accommodation & food services
Information & communication
Financial & insurance
Real estate
Professional, scientific & technical
Business administration & support services
Public administration & defence
Education
Health
Arts, entertainment, recreation & other services

0%
Figure 7 Source: Lancashire Economic Forecasts,
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The Arc of Prosperity, linking our key economic assets,
is a key initiative that bring together leading manufacturing
and research centres. It will be supported by a delivery
plan that will focus on maximising synergies between
centres of industrial excellence and supporting the growth
plans of our cluster of Higher and Further Education
institutions, their innovation and industry focused
developments, and higher value productive industries.
The Arc of Prosperity encompasses Lancaster (Energy
and University/Innovation Campus), Hillhouse (Chemicals
and Polymers Enterprise Zone), Blackpool Airport (Energy
Enterprise Zone), Warton (AEM Enterprise Zone),
Samlesbury (AEM Enterprise Zone), Darwen (Chemicals),
Burnley (Knowledge Park/HE) and Barnoldswick (AEM).
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3.2.1 Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing

Manufacturing is the key sector for Lancashire, particularly Advanced Engineering and Aerospace. The AEM Sector is a major in ternational economic asset
that can be enhanced through the supply of relevant skills, appropriate infrastructure and the right environment for the commercialisation of inno vative
technological development.
The sector is supported by a thriving supply chain ranging from design, testing and manufacturing, to repair and maintenance. Over 3,600 manufacturing
businesses, the majority of which are SMEs, operate in Lancashire, with a deep and broad advanced manufacturing base employing almost 50,000 people.
Key manufacturing strengths include aerospace, advanced materials, as well as automotive and chemicals.
However, manufacturing business investment has fallen in real terms and as a share of the total. In 2011, manufacturing accou nted for 12% of business
investment, compared with 22% in 1997.3 Given that the availability of finance to support SME expansion remains constricted 4 Lancashire also needs to
facilitate improved access to finance for growth companies. This is a key area that needs to be addressed and can be supported through mechanisms such as
Financial Engineering Instruments, as part of the ESIF programme, and the Rosebud Loan Fund5.
The presence of a robust manufacturing base gives Lancashire a platform on which to build for further future growth. In particular, ESI funds will be used to
strengthen and support the diversification of Lancashire’s AEM supply chain (99% of Lancashire AEM businesses are SMEs), and to increase the productivity
of current lower value manufacturing. The contribution of firms operating in the AEM sector supports and underpins activity across the aerospace, automotive
and energy sectors with businesses often supplying more than one sector at a time.
ESI funds will support developing the capacity of Lancashire's SMEs to adapt and grow in the light of new technologies and address barriers to growth through
Workforce Development and Leadership and Management. This will be supported through national products such as the Manufacturing Advisory Service with
relevant local enhancements.

Aerospace
The UK's Aerospace industry has its single largest concentration in Lancashire, employing directly and indirectly as many as 28,000 people in 120
companies, and is part of a wider world class cluster accounting for more than a quarter of national production. The industry within Lancashire encompasses all
aspects of aerospace activity in engine, airframe, avionics, missiles and ground support equipment; from research and develop ment to a wide ranging design,
manufacturing, servicing and testing capability.
Driven by global competition and technological advances manufacturing employment is forecast to decline by 12% in Lancashire over the next 10 years and by
22% by 2030. Despite this, manufacturing will still account for over 10% of total employment in Lancashire and is forecast to continue to make a substantial
contribution to the Lancashire economy generating over 19% of Lancashire's GVA in 2023. The sector will produce 5% growth6 over the next 30 years and

3

ONS, series: DSI5 (manufacturing), NPEK (total economy)
November 2013, SME Finance Monitor, Business Finance Task Force
5
Lancashire County only
6
Lancashire, the UKs leading Aerospace Centre, NWAA, 2013
4
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Lancashire companies need to be able to respond to emerging market conditions. Supporting for the supply chain7 based around multi nationals, such as BAe
and Rolls Royce, is essential to ensure it continues to innovate, remain competitive in a global market and is able to grow and diversify into other areas. In
particular Lancashire has the opportunity to build upon recent advances in UAV 8 to position itself as a centre of excellence in this field.

Advanced Manufacturing Employment
Wyre
3%

West
Lancashire
7%

Rossendale
5%

Blackburn with
Darwen
9%
Blackpool
4%

South
Ribble
9%

The Lancashire Enterprise Zone (EZ) is expected to create up to 6,000 highvalue high-skilled jobs over its lifetime, with between 5,000-7,000 high-value jobs
generated in the wider AEM supply chain. The first occupiers are expected to be
on-site at by late 2014/early 2015, with the potential to create up to 1,200 new jobs
in the first phase, underpinned by £12M in investment loan support from the
Government's Local Infrastructure Fund.

Burnley
8%
Chorley
4%

Ribble Valley
11%

Fylde
16%
Preston
4%

The Lancashire LEP is developing Lancashire Enterprise Zone (EZ) solely focused
on Advanced Engineering and Manufacturing (AEM), based on the sites at
Samlesbury and Warton and anchored by BAe Systems. It is designed to exploit the
critical mass and “halo effect” of industrial activity, which, in turn, will help re-establish
Lancashire as a leading global centre for the AEM sector.

The development of the Lancashire Enterprise Zone is being managed in conjunction
with other complementary AEM offers in Lancashire, including Safran Aircelle's
Aerospace Supply Park initiative in Burnley. The LEP will work with industry and
Government to progress the National Aerospace Supply Chain Centre and the
Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering Training Academy to address the key
higher level skills required by the developments in the sector.

Pendle
11%
Lancaster
4%

Hyndburn
5%

Figure 8

7
8

Kaman, Assytem, Senior PLC and Spirit Aero systems amongst others.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
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Automotive
Lancashire has a diverse automotive industry which employs over 3,700 people, ranging from the manufacturing of vehicles to the design and manufacture of
parts and components for the industry, including research and development. The sector is supported by an extensive local supply chain offering advanced
engineering and specialist automotive capabilities. Other key activities, from a range of internationally owned and local companies, include innovative
improvements to transmissions for future vehicles to reduce CO2 emissions, pioneering dual-fuel technology which enables engines to run on diesel/natural
gas. In particular, significant activity focuses on the supply of high value products for OEM9s including Aston Martin and Bentley Motors. Growth in innovation
and entrepreneurship has led to the development of a number of unique automotive projects, such as ‘Quicksilver’, the vehicle used to break the world land
speed record.

Automotive Employment

West
Wyre
Lancashire
1%
4%

Blackpool
2%
Blackburn with
Darwen
5%

Almost 40% of all employment in the automotive sector in Lancashire is in South
Ribble due to the presence of Leyland Trucks in the area as well as specialist
supply chain companies. Further employment is spread across Lancashire
through the extensive advanced engineering and specialist automotive supply
chain, particularly in Burnley. Key Lancashire based companies include SankeiGosei, Erlson, Futabu-Tenneco and TRW Automotive.
Leyland Trucks, a subsidiary of US owned PACCAR Inc., manufactures a
range of DAF trucks at one of Europe’s most advanced truck assembly
facilities, producing over 14,000 trucks a year, in Leyland, South Ribble.

Burnley
14%
Chorley
2%
South Ribble
39%

Fylde
5%
Hyndburn
5%
Lancaster
8%

The development of Lancashire's manufacturing base will be further supported
by the government's proposal for Assisted Area Status in Lancashire. The
designation focuses on the M65 corridor from Blackburn to Pendle and on key
investment sites on the Fylde Coast and along Morecambe Bay to sites in
Lancaster. Our allocation covers the majority of manufacturing employment and
manufacturing businesses in Lancashire.

Pendle
Rossendale
6%
7%
Ribble Valley
Preston
1%
1%
Figure 9 Source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, 2012

9

Original Equipment Manufacturers
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3.2.2 Energy, Renewables and Low Carbon

The Energy Generation, Renewables and Low Carbon industries represent a key growth sector for both the UK and Lancashire, where it employs over 36,000
people. The sector, valued at over £100 billion for the UK, is highly diverse, encompassing sub-sectors such as including Nuclear and Renewables,
Environmental services and emerging Low Carbon activities. The sector enjoys strong support from Lancaster University and UCLan, both of which have
internationally recognised centres of excellence in the energy and environment sectors. The opportunity in Lancashire is to ensure that the right skills are
available to support their expansion and exploit the associated supply chain opportunities. The Universities of Central Lancashire (UCLan) and Lancaster
already have a strong reputation in these sectors and are well placed to support skills and technological developments.

With energy demand forecast to increase it is crucial that measures are taken to ensure efficient usage and meet energy requi rements. Lancashire's key
strength lies in is its capability to support the whole nuclear power lifecycle and location at the centre of the Energy Coast, servicing national and international
markets.
The growing oil and gas sectors will have an important role to play in securing the UK's energy supply providing Lancashire with additional opportunities to
develop nationally and internationally important expertise and capacity. The LEP will work with key business partners and investors to capture the economic
impact of local energy generation and ensure the benefits are felt in Lancashire. This will include developing the Blackpool Airport Enterprise Zone with a focus
on energy and ensuring the benefits of this growing sector are captured for Lancashire including support for offshore operations and the projected growth of
onshore activity. The Lancashire Energy HQ for the onshore oil and gas and wider energy sector is already under development at the Enterprise Zone.
Lancashire's economy has a well-established nuclear industry, and associated supply chain, providing expertise and capacity in nuclear power generation, fuel
fabrication and decommissioning. Lancashire’s assets include four Advanced Gas Cooled Reactors in Heysham and an advanced nuclear fuel
manufacturing facility at Springfields (Toshiba-Westinghouse) near Preston. Over 3,600 people are directly employed in the nuclear sector in Lancashire,
with 1,300 employed at Heysham, where the two combined nuclear power stations represent one of the largest concentrations of power generation in the UK.
The completion of the M6 Link Road to Heysham will open up a range of development and employment opportunities.
The Springfields site, employing over 1,800 people, manufactures nuclear fuel products for nuclear power stations around the world and has produced nearly
all of the UKs nuclear fuel over the last 50 years. The site has the technology to manufacture fuel for all major designs of nuclear reactors worldwide.
Springfields is also home to the National Nuclear Laboratory, which focuses on nuclear physics and advanced reactors, fuel design and manufacture, specialist
analytical services and process chemistry.
The specific strengths of Lancashire' nuclear sector, if combined with assets in Cheshire, Cumbria and Greater Manchester, create the opportunity for a
coherent industrial and skills strategy for the nuclear sector in the North of England.
There will be significant opportunities in Lancashire related to the commissioning/de commissioning of reactors. For example, a new build nuclear reactor site
would require 4,000 plus construction workers and 1,000 plus operating personnel. This would be in addition to the employment required to support existing
reactors. The announcement of the British Nuclear project NuGEN's investment in a new plant at Moorside (Cumbria) is positive news as Springfields will
supply the Fuel Rods for the new plant.
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The Low Carbon10 sector is another key growth market for Lancashire with opportunities in carbon capture and storage market and natural econom y activities.
It comprises approximately 650 businesses, nearly all SMEs, and employs 8,000 people. Lancashire has growing strengths across these sub-sectors with a
strong, predominantly SME, business base and supply chain. In particular support can be directed to encourage the diversification of advanced manufacturing
products to the supply of Low Carbon goods. This is a crucial area and clearly has a distinct relationship with developing innovative and competitive SMEs .
Figure 10

Blackburn with
Darwen
8%

Energy Employment

West
Lancashire
9%

Wyre
8%

South Ribble has a significant proportion of employment in energy due to the
location of the major plant in Leyland as well as a major utilities employer in
Enterprise plc. With nuclear power facilities at Heysham, Lancaster has a
high proportion of employment in the energy sector. Specialised construction
and civil engineering are key areas for energy infrastructure provision and
account for a large proportion of energy employment.

Blackpool
5%
Burnley
4%

The TEG Group plc. based in Chorley is an AIM listed green technology
company which develops state of the art technology for handling a wide
variety of organic wastes. It successfully deploys a growing portfolio of wholly
owned energy plants and offers plant planning, installation, servicing and
specialist components to an international market. TEG illustrates the capacity
for growth in the LCEGS market with full year revenues for the group in 2012
was £22.4m, up from £17.8m in 2011

Chorley
7%
South Ribble
16%

Rossendale
3%
Ribble Valley
3%

Fylde
7%

Preston
10%

Lancaster
11%

Through targeted interventions and initiatives SMEs can also be supported
through re-engineering productive processes, investing in capital equipment
and implementing efficiency measures.

Hyndburn
4%

Pendle
5%

source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey

10

LCEGS - Low Carbon Good and Services
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3.2.3 Advanced Chemicals and Polymers

The Chemicals industry has a strong history in Lancashire and remains a large sector, employing 4,300 people with twice the e mployment density than the UK
average.11
As well as a base of indigenous companies supplying intermediate and final products, several multi-nationals also have a presence in Lancashire. For
example, Asahi Glass Chemicals is one of the only two production sites in the world for TEFLON derivatives used in industry and Vinnolit GMBH is a world
leader in PVC manufacture. Key activities include paint production, the manufacture of high-performance plastics materials, production of flurochemicals and
materials, manufacture of organic chemicals, pharmaceutical and speciality polyurethane prepolymers.
Figure 11

Victrex are the leading global manufacturer of high performance
polyaryletherketones, used in Oil Drilling and Automotive components.
They have recently commenced construction of a new production
facility in Lancashire at a cost of £90m, due on stream late 2014.

Chemicals & Polymers Employment
Wyre
14%

West Lancashire
3%

With advanced materials, composites and chemicals featuring strongly in
Blackburn with Darwen's economy, the area accounts for almost quarter of
employment in the chemicals sector in Lancashire.

Blackburn with
Darwen
24%

South Ribble
5%

The international chemical and polymers companies and associated
supply chain located at Hillhouse Business Park, included in the
Government's Assisted Areas proposal, is reflected in the 14% share of
employment in Wyre. It's designation as an Enterprise Zone will support
growth based upon this important sector.

Blackpool
0%
Burnley
4%

Rossendale
9%
Ribble
Valley
8%

Fylde
9%
Preston
13%
Pendle
1%

Chorley
3%

Investment from Lancaster University in the re-establishment of its
Chemistry Department (the first in the UK in 50 years) will add to
Lancashire's research capacity in this area.

Hyndburn
Lancaster 4%
3%

Source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, 2012

11

Lancashire Sector Matrix, Mickledore 2013
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3.2.4 Food and Drink
Food and Drink production is a major manufacturing sector in Lancashire, and the largest in the UK, with over 12,000 people e mployed in the industry,
representing over 15% of all manufacturing employment in Lancashire and home to global brands such as Dr Oetker and Pepsico. Growing consumer demand
for British and local origin food has stimulated local independent food producers in Lancashire, building upon the areas repu tation and creating a significant
and growing market opportunity. It also supports a growing aspect of the Visitor Economy, Food Tourism.

Food & Drink Production Employment

Wyre
6%

Blackburn with
Darwen
10%

West Lancashire
15%

Rossendale
3%

Ribble
Valley
7%
Preston
3%

There is a mix of employment in food and drink production between producers in
Lancashire's in rural areas, such as in West Lancashire with 15% of all food and drink
employment, and more urban areas. For example, Blackpool has significant biscuit and
confectionary manufacturing companies.

Blackpool
14%
Burnley
4%

South Ribble
13%
Fylde
9%
Pendle
11%

Lancashire hosts a significant mix of natural assets which provide the means of
producing a range of high quality foods to support Lancashire's diverse food and drink
sector. These include extensive areas of Grades 1 and 2 agricultural land for
vegetable, fruit and cereal production, field and upland landscapes for livestock rearing
and offshore and estuarine areas for fish and shell fish. The overall management of
these areas is critical to ensuring the quality and provenance of Lancashire food. This
emphasis on quality is fundamental to the sustainable growth of this sector.

Chorley
2%

Hyndburn
Lancaster 1%
2%

Figure 12 Source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, 2012

Lancashire’s producers need to be supported to take full advantage of opportunities to
build competitiveness in a global market place whilst responding to environmental
pressures and climate change. Improving skills and innovation is critical to this: for
example, the national Agri-Tech Strategy (2013) highlighted the need for investment in
training and knowledge transfer if farmers are to adopt and exploit new technologies,
products and services successfully. As one of the leading land-based colleges in the
UK, with a growing international reputation, Myerscough College is well placed to
address this challenge, with ambitious plans to develop smart specialisation
opportunities in grassland management, livestock/crop production and local food.
Burton’s Biscuits has announced an investment in its manufacturing operation at
Blackpool. The investment saw Blackpool established as the company’s Cookie
Centre of Excellence. It part of Burton’s approach to building its supply chain and
manufacturing excellence to help secure the future supply of products to retailers all
over the world.

There is a well-developed supply chain, from raw materials and fresh goods to specialist processors and logistics companies. The transport network provides
access to markets, with a significant proportion of companies exporting around the globe. The ease of access to raw materials and benefits of a localised
supply chain has helped to attract food companies to the area. Much of this industry is located in the rural areas of Lancashire.
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Lancashire's food manufacturing sector includes the preparation of processed meals and specialist shellfish based upon high quality, locally sourced
ingredients. There are several producers, including farms and artisans, specialising in high quality produce with an emphasis on local provenance with Dairy
and Meat being key products. The development of this aspect of the Sector is a key objective of the LEP Rural Growth Strategy and can be supported through
sustainable land management strategies and support for local supply chains.

R Fiddler and Sons Limited is a 3 rd generation family owned farming business based at operating for over 50 years at Rufford, West Lancashire. The primary
crops grown on the farm are potatoes and other arable crops. Given the variations in wholesale potato prices in recent years the Fiddlers decided to look at
diversification and have developed their own kettle chip product; Lancashire Crisps, supported by EAFRD funding. The product is now firmly entrenched and
brand awareness is developing throughout the North West.
Even through the economic downturn manufacturing exports have continued with strong performances from meat, dairy, seafood products, The main recipients
of UK food and drink exports continue to be mature markets such as the USA, Canada and the EU with developing markets such as the Gulf States and Asia
are opening up excellent opportunities for exporters 12.

3.2.5 Service Sector
To support a transition through to increased GVA growth, Lancashire needs to become home to more high-growth services business. Only 20% of
Lancashire's wealth is currently generated by private services sector although over 78% of employment is in service related a ctivities. Almost 40,000 are
employed in the financial service sector through major employers such as the Guardian Financial Group. The Co Operative Bank and National Savings and
Investments.
Lancashire has seen significant service sector employment growth over recent years but this has not significantly improved GVA growth. In particular,
professional, business and financial services remain heavily under-represented. In total higher value added service sectors provide only 15% of Lancashire’s
employment compared with 23% across the UK. This imbalance needs to be addressed in order to promote long-term economic growth by restructuring
Lancashire's economic base to become a high performing private sector led economy.
Blackpool based Chartered Management Accountants, DANBRO have grown into one of the fastest growing companies in the UK providing umbrella
specialist accounting and payroll services. They are one of only three accountants in the UK to provide advice to the Professional Contractors Group (PCG)
In particular Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) of Financial and Accounting and HR services are growing areas of 'near shoring. Preston, Blackburn and
Burnley are acting as effective 'near shore' localities with access to a skilled workforce whilst containing costs. Lancashire is forecast to see substantial growth
in employment in key higher value service sectors such as information and communication, professional, scientific and technical activities, rising by nearly 29%
to 2023. However, the North West with an increase of 33% and the UK with 35% will still outstrip growth in Lancashire. As a result, these higher value sectors
have less of an economic impact than regionally or nationally, contributing only 14% to Lancashire's GVA in ten years' time compared to 20% of the North
West's economy and 27% of the UK economy.
The challenge for Lancashire is to building upon the fact that this sector is the one that has generated the most Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) projects in over
the past 10 years, and increase the volume of higher level service sector businesses, developing the skills base, proving the right infrastructure and
connectivity.

12

UKTi
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3.2.6 Visitor Economy

Lancashire’s Visitor Economy attracts 62m visitors a year, more visitors than Cumbria and the Lake District, Liverpool and Cheshire, contributing
£3.4bn to the economy and supporting 55,000 jobs (nearly 10% of total employment). Visitor Numbers have increased by 4.5% since 2010 demonstrating
Lancashire's continuing attractiveness as a Visitor Destination. The tourism sector is represented across all of Lancashire but has a particular focus in
Blackpool and the Fylde Coast (including Wyre), Lancaster, Preston and the Ribble Valley.
Nationally, the Visitor Economy is predicted to grow strongly with the Government’s Tourism policy (2011) setting out a ten y ear target to grow tourism across
England by 5% year on year. This ambition is supported through VisitEngland’s Strategic Framework for Growth 2010-2020 which provides a strategic steer in
maximising tourism’s contribution to the economy, employment and quality of life. Lancashire is well placed to capitalise on this predicted growth by promoting
a diverse and strong tourism offer incorporating, leisure, culture, heritage and sporting assets across urban, coast and countryside locations.
Figure 13

The UK’s largest seaside resort, Blackpool, with its key attractions of the
Blackpool Tower, the Winter Gardens and the Pleasure Beach, and the Fylde
Coast area, has the largest single concentration of seaside tourism jobs in the
country - more than 19,00013. The Visitor Economy is the major employer in
Blackpool, accounting directly for 19% of all employment (indirectly up to
23%) compared to the national average of approximately 10%.

Visitor Economy Employment
West Lancashire
8%

Blackburn with
Darwen
6%

Wyre
7%

South Ribble
5%
Rossendale
2%

Blackpool accounts for the largest proportion of employment in the visitor
economy, with almost a fifth of all employment in the sector. The Fylde
Coast accounts for a third of all visitor economy employment.

Blackpool
19%

Ribble Valley
5%

Lancashire's two cities, Lancaster and Preston, the former with a strong
tourism and heritage offer and the latter the administrative centre of
Lancashire, also record strong visitor economy employment.

Burnley
6%
Preston
11%

Pendle
4%

Lancaster
10%

Lancashire’s natural and heritage environments are key assets. Areas such
as the Forest of Bowland, the first in England to be awarded the European
Charter for Sustainable Tourism in Protected Areas, Lancaster City and
Morecambe Bay attract significant numbers of visitors. Rural communities and
the countryside provide a natural asset right across Lancashire especially in
support of land based leisure activities and outdoor pursuits. This potential
can be developed to link natural environmental assets to economic
diversification, including Food and Drink.

Chorley
7%
Fylde
7%
Hyndburn
3%

Source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, 2012

13

The Seaside Tourist Industry in England and Wales, Centre for Regional Economic and Social Research, Sheffield Hallam University, June 2010
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There is significant potential to develop the economic impact of the Visitor Economy, to further support its often local supply chain and address serious
challenges in terms of competitor locations and the quality of the visitor offer. The sector needs to develop the quality and range of visitor products
(urban/rural/seaside), in order to sustain/develop numbers and drive up visitor spend. This will be supported through expanding the Eco-tourism offer
(Walking/Cycling/Wildlife), and developing cultural and business tourism, etc.
Lancaster's Visitor and Heritage attractions, proximity to a high quality rural/coastal environment provide significant opportunities for further growth. Preston’s
positioning on the West Coast mainline provides ease of access to leisure and business visitors both north and south of the c ounty, offering the opportunity to
promote the city as a key gateway as well as capitalising on the opportunities arising from the City Deal
Training to improve sector skills, and help improve graduate retention, will be important in supporting investment to enhance the context for visitor growth and
positioning Lancashire as a customer first county renowned for delivering a world class visitor experience. It will also provide opportunities for sustaina ble
entry level employment and as such can be an effective starting point for the career development of those with little or no skills.
Marketing Lancashire’s work in promoting Lancashire as a visitor destination provides a solid platform to address under performance in attracting inward
investment by extending activity beyond traditional visitor markets to attract potential new investors and business occupiers.
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3.2.7 Creative and Digital
Creative and Digital technologies and businesses are central to Lancashire's future success as a place to live, trade and inv est employing over 23,000 people.
As a key growth sector for the Lancashire economy, there is an opportunity to build upon existing capacity and skills. The diverse company base ranges from
large Telecoms PLCs to niche software firms and university spin outs. Additional sectors include design and branding, film media and broadcasting, publishing,
PR and marketing. 14Security Lancaster is nationally recognised as a centre of excellence in cyber security and Lancaster University will build upon it this
position through a Digital and Innovation & Cyber Security Centre.
Figure 14

Lancashire’s Higher and Further Education sectors are a key asset in providing the right
skills and research and development capacity for this sector to expand. UCLan has
invested significantly in this area and is home to the Media Innovation Studio and is
proposing a Digital Innovation Hub, whilst Lancaster University is developing a Digital
Start Up investment fund.
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Realtime:UK develops CGI films and applications to the gaming, broadcast and
automotive industries. They have developed an online system that enables users to
customise a car before they buy, right down to the personalisation of the seat
stitching and gear stick. The application is being used by Aston Martin.
Preston and Blackburn with Darwen have the largest share of employment in creative
and digital in Lancashire, with a particular focus on telecommunications and software as
well as design, publishing, advertising and media. Both Pendle and South Ribble have
high proportions of employment in telecommunications, with Fylde a significant employer
in information service activities.
The roll out of Superfast Broadband across Lancashire, development of Ultra-Fast
Broadband connectivity and proximity to Media City, will help to increase productivity,
stimulate activity and attract inward investment from UK-based and international
companies.

Source: ONS Business Register and Employment Survey, 2012

14

EPSR-GCHQ Centre of Academic Excellence in Cyber Security
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3.2.8 Social Enterprise

Lancashire has an effective social economy sector that underpins our economy. This allows commercial companies to concentrate on generating wealth and
the public sector to concentrate on its core objectives.
Lancashire has over 1000 Social Enterprises working on a range of activities across the economic, environmental and social spectrum. These include
employability, education and training, financial services, waste management, community transport and health and wellbeing. These businesses support and
encourage economic activity amongst the most excluded and hard to reach individuals, and realise business activity and growth in areas where others have
failed.
In particular, this sector is skilled at developing new markets, goods, services and employment in previously overlooked areas. Charities, social enterprises and
faith organisations run key mainstream services such children’s, day and community centres, schools, apprenticeship training provision, employment support,
social housing, environmental education, recreation and sports clubs and large sections of social care provision.
Recent transformation of infrastructure support to the third sector has developed a clear route to engagement. Organisations such as Social Enterprise
Lancashire Network (Selnet) mean the area is well placed to develop a culture of enterprise and entrepreneurship. 88% of Social Enterprises in the North West
are predicting growth over the next 5 years15.
One of Lancashire’s largest social enterprises is Brothers of Charity which provides a range of specialist services for people with complex physical and
mental health needs in Chorley, Preston and South Ribble. With an annual turnover of £12m, the organisation is run for the benefit of the community.
This sector is able to access significant levels of eligible match funding from a variety of sources to maximise such service s in our communities. For example,
the Big Lottery who have already invested over £60m in Lancashire over the past 3 years.
However, Social Enterprises, like other parts of the economy, are experiencing difficulties with accessing appropriate finance to support growth. In particular,
this problem is being felt most acutely by smaller/and or developing Social Enterprises16.The Local Impact Fund Financial Engineering Instrument will add to
the opportunities available for this sector.

3.2.9 Public Sector Reform and Health
Lancashire's economy remains strongly reliant on the public sector, which contributes over 20% of Lancashire's Gross Value Added (GVA) and over 23% of all
employment. Lancashire is focused on restructuring its economic base to promote strong private sector growth, reducing the reliance on the public sector.
Employment in the public sector is forecast to decline between 2014 and 2020, especially in public administration and education which are projected to decline
by 15% and 14% respectively during this period. In Lancashire the forecast is 19%, compared to 20% in the North West. Despite this, the public sector is
forecast to remain a key contributor to Lancashire's economy, contributing over 20% to Lancashire's GVA over the next ten years and in the longer term to
2030.

15
16

Report on the state of the Social Enterprise Sector in the NW 20110-12 (2014), Social Enterprise North West
Investment Demand Among Social Enterprises in the North West (2014), Social Enterprise North West.
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The health sector in Lancashire is a major employer with activity ranging from high level research, medical product manufacture to growing Health and Social
Care sub sector. The health integration agenda presents huge opportunities for growth in both the Private and Third Sectors, especially in response to
opportunities created by new service delivery arrangements and approaches. At present human health and social care activities employ over 97,000 people in
Lancashire and our ageing demographic means that this will be a growing area for enterprises and employment.
In addition, there are significant benefits in developing the interrelationship between health related academic research and the private sector to stimulate even
greater innovation and product development. The Lancaster University Innovation Campus will enhance Lancashire's ability to engage and develop the
growing healthcare market and commercialise academic led innovation. In addition, Lancaster University will be able to support growth and innovation through
a partnership with IBM focused on patient centered diagnosis.
Public Sector authorities and agencies are currently working with the Third Sector to develop a Community Asset Network Strategy to enable communities to
develop their own strengths to stimulate innovative social actions that will contribute to the LEPs objectives of economic growth.
Given the relatively high proportion of BME individuals working in the public sector (31.2% compared to BME communities comprising 10% of the Lancashire
population) reductions in public expenditure could have a significant impact on employment and economic activity levels (which are already lower for
employment and higher for economic inactivity).The private sector growth focus of the LEP will support the creation of employment opportunities in support of
the Government's objective of rebalancing the economy.
3.2.10 Enterprise and Self-Employment
Enterprising people and communities will help drive Lancashire's economic future. The importance of the SME base to Lancashire's economy and the vital role
of entrepreneurship as a driver of economic growth and job creation mean that Lancashire needs to significantly improve the level of entrepreneurial activity
whether in the Private or Third sector. Lancashire is underperforming compared with the rest of the UK in terms of entrepreneurial activity, with business
formation rates, business death rates, long term business survival rates and business densities all performing below the UK a verage; business birth rates are
1% below the national average but death rates are 1.3% below indicating an on-going divergence with national trends.
Encouraging and enabling start-ups will provide a significant opportunity for Lancashire to increase its Private and Third sector concentration, enhancing
employment opportunities for local people and businesses growth. This can be supported through improved access to business support and local finance
provision, enhanced infrastructure through appropriate and flexible premises, ICT access and a supply of skills that reflect business needs and market
opportunities. Lancashire needs to enhance its existing enterprise and entrepreneurial culture to boost start up levels and business density to at least the
national level. In doing this it can build upon current strengths including UCLan's position in the top 3 of HEIs for Graduate Start ups 17.
Most recent forecasts indicate that the number of Lancashire residents that are self-employed will not keep up with national trends and will be significantly
below; there will be a 33% growth in the number of self-employed across the UK to 2030 but only a 16% increase Lancashire. As with other issues, this
underperformance is particularly severe in poorly performing parts of Lancashire that are also predicted to have limited general employment growth. For

17

Higher Education Business and Community Interaction Survey.
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example, self-employment in South Ribble is predicted to increase by over 50% to 2030 but at the same time self -employment in Blackpool is predicted to
decrease. The more deprived areas of Lancashire, with the lowest skills levels, are most likely to see the lowest increases in self-employment as well as the
lowest increases in economic growth.
Burnley, the Most Enterprising Area in the UK 2013 - The Burnley Bondholders is an initiative that brings together local firms to promote Burnley as a place
for business. Through the consortium’s combined passion and hard work they have attracted £10 million to the area.
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3.3

Innovation

Lancashire has a significant cluster number of world-class centres of innovative excellence. The LEP aims to maximise the economic value and benefits of
these centres, and build upon the strengths of our HEIs and FE Sector, in supporting SMEs to increase productivity. In particular, the Witty Review cited ESI
Funds as an opportunity for LEPs to make the most of what our universities can do. The Lancashire Growth Deal aims to establish an Innovation Strategy,
anchored by Lancaster University and UCLan, based upon and aiming to enhance their competitive strengths.
In Lancashire we are already acting upon these opportunities and in so doing we benefit from existing strong relationships an d partnerships between academic
institutions, the LEP and wider partners, all committed to growing our local economy. Our focus is on strengthening the growth linkages between our world
class clusters of industry, technology and research excellence by aligning them with national/Lancashire priorities and growth-oriented sectors.
Lancashire's HEIs are a crucial component of our, and the UKs, knowledge base and, as such, contribute to innovation and enhanced productivity through
knowledge exchange and skills provision. Our universities engage with business in a number of ways to drive innovation: collaborative and contract research &
development; consultancy; commercialisation of intellectual property; opening access to university facilities and equipment (including co-location); the provision
of continuing professional and educational programmes; and gaining advantage from their international reach and networks. Both UCLan and Lancaster
University are in the top 10 of universities, in the UK, in terms of their number of inactions with SMEs18.
Based upon an 'Arc of Prosperity' the LEP is developing a delivery plan that will maximise synergies between business based research/development and the
growth plans of the University of Central Lancashire (UCLAN), Edge Hill and Lancaster Universities, and their innovation-focused and industry spin-out/spin-in
developments.
A key part of this work will be to grow and enhance our physical and technological ‘innovation infrastructure’ by investing in the facilities and equipment for
commercially led collaboration, and for increased co-location with high growth and innovative businesses. This is particularly important as 70% of business
research and development takes place in the Manufacturing sector.
The Lancashire Enterprise Zone will be a crucial to this approach along with complementary initiatives such as UCLan's Advanced Engineering and
Innovation Centre and additional investment in high quality research and development facilities such Lancaster University's InfoLab21.
Lancaster University is one of the leading academic institutions in the UK in terms of the volume and scope of its partnerships with SMEs19 and is ranked within
the top 1% in the world. The University is bringing forward significant developments to strengthen its core technology base enhancing its position as the
leading Physics Research Department in the UK. This will create new opportunities based upon a Quantum Technology Centre, a national priority.
Lancaster's proposal for a Health Innovation Park will allow it to develop medical based specialisms linked to knowledge transfer and spin off businesses.
This will be in addition to the work it has undertaken with over 5000 businesses since 1999, supporting the creation of 4000 new jobs.
The £9.8M Centre for Global Eco-Innovation unites the expertise, resources and global contacts of Lancaster University, the University of Liverpool and
Inventya Limited, to develop new eco-innovative products, processes and services in collaboration with ambitious northwest SME businesses. By providing
structured research and development collaboration, the centre supports business growth and helps overcome identified barriers to research and innovation.
18
19

Witty Review 2013
Higher Education Business & Community Interaction Survey
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The University of Central Lancashire (UCLan) is a world class higher education institution - the first modern university in the UK to be recognised as such by
the QS World Rankings. It links to and supports SMEs through a range of business activity across a broad spectrum of subjects, and encourages enterp rise
through Graduate support programmes. UCLan has formed a partnership with Warwick Manufacturing Group (WMG) to provide the Higher Education
Academic Partnership for the Lancashire Enterprise Zone. This will be capable of delivering bespoke solutions for companies and individuals accessing the
sites, including providing an interface to other academic institutions where required.
UCLan is currently delivering £17.5 million of ERDF projects assisting 2000+ businesses in a range of technical and business areas
Lancashire’s Higher and Further Education cluster are already supporting SMEs by linking them to student/graduates with resulting benefits. The Further
Education sector works with over 20,000 businesses, trains 85,000 people each year and our universities are engaged in a wide range of initiatives designed
to raise skill levels and productivity. Lancashire’s academic institutions are committed to working with our business community to exploit their research,
knowledge, skills and talent for the benefit of the economy. Not only are two of the largest Further Education Colleges in the UK are based in Lancashire but
Lancashire is the only LEP in the country where all FE colleges and locally led training provides are recognised as good or outstanding20.
Our HEIs and FEIs have a long and demonstrably successful track record in the management and delivery of publically-funded projects to increase the
innovation capacity and competitiveness of SMEs within the UK. Under the current regional ERDF operational programme alone, our universities have
delivered a portfolio of projects with a combined value in excess of £50m to engage in knowledge exchange with close to 5000 SMEs.
There is a strong commitment to collaboration and partnership. UCLan, Lancaster University and Edge Hill Unive rsity are delivery partners in BOOST,
Lancashire’s ERDF-funded business growth hub, recently established by the County Council on behalf of the LEP. Institutions are also involved in the ERDFfunded Unite with Business project, led by UCLan in partnership with Lancaster University and a wider group of Northwest HEIs, that funds student/graduate
consultancy placements with regional SMEs. UCLAN and Lancaster are partners in the ERDF-funded HE Enterprise Champions project, led by the National
Council for Enterprise Education, that supports students and graduates to develop their entrepreneurial behaviours and to start their own businesses.
The ability to use ESF funds to support HE activity will facilitate the improvement of the quality of business leadership and management, in particular
recognising the support necessary for the management and development of innovation in new and expanding SMEs, as well as graduate employability and
retention. This expertise can also be used to support interventions related to increasing employability and enterprise amongst out most disadvantaged
communities.
A package of activity, including that delivered by Lancashire's colleges, universities and training providers, will continue to foster and strengthen innovation and
enterprise.

20

www.ofsted.gov.
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3.4. Employment and Skills
Lancashire has the potential to create significant employment opportunities over the programme period, with the LEP aspiring to support the creation of 50,000
new jobs, many of which are predicted to require Higher Level skills.
In the ten years before 2008 Lancashire created over 48,000 jobs but not at a level to address the productivity and employment gaps with the rest of the UK.
An expansion in high GVA businesses will support the growth of better paid jobs but, although Lancashire is a place of rising qualifications, interventions are
required to ensure businesses have the right labour supply and local residents the right skills. This will include interventions to support the most disadvantaged
in the labour market and/or with low or no skills 21.

Employment
The number of jobs in the Lancashire economy is predicted to increase from 2013 onwards with over 23,000 jobs (employees and self -employment) to be
added by 2023 this level of increase, only 3.5%, will be below the 7% increase predicted for the UK.
Figure 15 Source: Lancashire Economic Forecasts, Oxford Economics, 2013
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As with GVA growth there are spatial differences in Lancashire, with
those areas with greater proportions of higher skilled residents and
high GVA industries, predicted to grow. Essentially those areas with
lower skilled populations and more reliant on traditional lower value
sectors (including low GVA manufacturing) are likely to see jobs
growth at a lower level than elsewhere, or even net job reductions.
This replicates the current position whereby, although current
employment rates in Lancashire are comparable to the national
average, this masks significant geographic differences22.
Without significant interventions in support of the LEP Growth
Plan, Lancashire will create 30,000 fewer jobs than if it were
creating jobs at the same rate the rest of the UK.

In addition to these geographic differences there are a number of
groups that are underrepresented in employment. For example, BME
individuals have lower employment rates than the Lancashire
average23 (54% to 68%). For those who are in employment the largest
employing sectors are Retail, Distribution, etc. and Public Administration; either lower skilled or reducing sectors.
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See Economic and Social Inclusion Section
See Economic and Social Inclusion Section
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The LEP will focus on supporting employment in higher GVA and other sectors with growth potential, linked to a Smart Specilisation approach. In addition it
will support activity to create and facilitate access to employment opportunties for disadvantaged individuals and communities of less well performing and
deprived areas.
Figure 16

Forecast Employment Growth 2013-2030 (Selected Districts)
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Source: Lancashire Economic Forecasts, Oxford Economics, 2013

Employment in Chorley will grow by twice the national average over the period to 2030. Employment in Burnley, Blackpool and Pendle will decline.
over the same period.
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Skills
Lancashire is a place of rising qualification levels, the proportion of residents qualified to NVQ4+ having increased from 24.5% in 2007 to 30.8% in 2012.
However, its performance does not compare well with the rest of the UK and there are areas where significant improvement is required, in particular to address
the mis match between chosen careers and skills development pathways and those sectors with the greatest growth potential24for example, only 36% of
employed people in Lancashire are qualified to NVQ Level 4 or above which is below the national average of 40%. In addition, there are geographic pockets
where low skills mirror concentrations of deprivation.
Lancashire does have a solid skills base but that will have to develop and expand to meet current and future business needs.
Figure 17

Highest Level of Qualification
(Working Age Population)
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The demand for higher level skills, NVQ4 and above is
predicted to increase along with a significant fall in
demand for employees with NVQ Level 1 and for
those with no qualifications.

Source: ONS Annual Population Survey, 2013

Changes within the Lancashire's economy will increase the demand for higher level skills as Lancashire's growth sectors develop and businesses increasingly
become more knowledge based. This clearly demonstrates the need to develop resident and employee skills up to and beyond NVQ3.
The priorities for the Lancashire Skills and Employment Strategic Framework are
 Utilising the reforms to Apprenticeships to drive future skills delivery in key sectors
 Recognising and building upon the impact of Lancashire’s HEIs and retaining their talent in the economy
 Building upon Lancashire 's Growth Hub' BOOST' to coordinate and streamline employer engagement
 Co coordinating an Information, Advice and Guidance system to inspire individuals to invest in skills development to access careers opportunities within
key sectors
 Supporting and Improving the skills supply chain for key employment sectors
 Working with partners to provide skills support for those struggling to access employment opportunities.

24

In addition to those sectors where there will be replacement demand and/or technological change skills issues.
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Using Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF 25) levels, the period to 2020 is projected to see the requirement for an additional 4,385 people with
qualifications at QCF8 (Doctorate), a further 30,000 possessing qualifications at QCF7 (higher degree), and 25,000 more individuals with first degrees (QCF6).
Overall there will be a demand for a net 60,800 additional qualifications at NVQ Level 4 equivalent and above. Conversely, there will be falls in demand of
12,000 for individuals at QCF3 (NVQ Level 3) and 10,000 for those at QCF1 (NVQ Level 1). The most marked decline is in the requirement for people with no
qualifications, a fall of around one-third (21,500 people).
Projections of demand for qualifications by industry in Lancashire for the period 2010 to 2020 indicate an increased demand f or employees with higher level
qualifications at NVQ Level 4 and above and a significant fall in demand for employees with NVQ Level 1 and for those with no qualifications. In line with the
shift toward higher value activity the AEM sector shows a significant increase in demand for qualifications at QCF7 (higher degree) and QCF6 (degree), yet a
marked decline in the demand for qualifications at QCF1 (NVQ Level 1) and below.
In particular, there needs to be the right level STEM Skills to support technological development and implement new productive processes. The Skills City
Initiative, based around the Samlesbury site of the Enterprise Zone site, will play a significant role in developing the right skills base. Both Lancaster University
and UCLan are developing programmes to enhance higher level skills development as are Lancashire's FE Colleges.
Projections also show an increased demand in Lancashire for higher skilled managerial and professional occupations by 36% over the same period and a
decline in some mid and lower level occupations, such as administrative and secretarial, skilled trades, and process, plant and machine operatives.
Evidence from within some of Lancashire's target sectors suggest that there is a shortage of skilled employees, especially within the smaller enterprises
supporting larger supply chain companies. Work by the Commission for Rural Communities (July 2012) identified that there was less investment in up skilling
employees within rural businesses compared with their urban counterparts.
The experience of the Skills Support for the Workforce Capacity Building ESF project will prove useful in seeking to improve core provision and provide
resources to ensure that skill shortages due not curtail the development of skill sectors. The results of the Lancashire Business Growth Survey (2014) indicate
that almost half of businesses feel there is a lack of skills in the existing workforce that acts as a barrier to growth and expansion.
The UNITE with Business project is a UCLan led consortium of 6 NW Universities (UCLan, Bolton, Salford, Lancaster, Cumbria, Chester) that assists business
by placing graduates in the companies to work on specific tasks.

25

Qualifications and Credit Framework (QCF) – QCF 4 and above equivalent to NVQ Level 4 and above
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Figure 18 Source: Working Futures 2010-2020 UKCES

A few sectors demonstrate an increased demand for lower level
qualifications with construction, transport and storage, business
services and utilities in particular requiring additional employees
qualified to NVQ Levels 1 and 2. Accommodation and food,
wholesale and retail are demanding more at NVQ2 and health
and social work, real estate and arts and entertainment will see
increased demand for both NVQ2 and 3 qualified staff.

Additional Demand for Qualifications in Lancashire Economy (by QCF)
% Change 2010-2020
No Qualification
QCF1 GCSE (< grade C) & equiv.
QCF2 GCSE (A-C) & equiv.
QCF3 A level & equiv.
QCF4 HE below degree level
QCF5 Foundation deg.; Nursing; Teaching
QCF6 First degree
QCF7 Other higher degree
QCF8 Doctorate
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These trends should be considered in the context of the
growth objectives for the Lancashire economy, aligned with
high growth sectors, and the stagnation and/or decline in
lower skilled employment.
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Although in general these are lower value economic sectors
they do provide important opportunities for sustainable
employment for less skilled residents.

The majority of 16-17 year olds (35,000 in total) are in full-time education and training (79%), 4% in apprenticeships, 2.6% in Source: Working Futures 2010-2020 UKCES
work based learning and the remainder undertaking other forms of learning. This is an overall increase of 0.4% in Lancashire over the last year, although
Blackpool recorded a decline of 2.6% in participation over this period. This 86% participation rate is still below the 88% national rate.
Blackpool and the Fylde College are investing in an Advanced Technology Centre focusing on AEM, Low Carbon and Energy Solutio ns to develop the skills for
future business needs.
During 2010/11 there were 17,350 people undertaking apprenticeship training in Lancashire, with 35% of participants under 19 years old and 40% aged
between 19-24, with the type of learning almost evenly split between intermediate and advanced, with less than 1% at a higher level. There has been a steady
year-on-year growth in the take-up of apprenticeships over recent years, such that between 2005/06 and mid 2012, there were 78,320 apprenticeship starts in
Lancashire. The largest proportions of these were in the areas of Business, Administration and Law, followed by Retail and Commercial Enterprise. Together,
these two sectors accounted for 50% of all apprenticeship starts over the last 7 years. Engineering and Manufacturing Technol ogy starts accounted for 12.5%
of the total number and Construction, Planning and the Built Environment accounted for a further 10.5%. Further work will be need to be undertaken to
increase the number of higher level apprenticeships and assess the impact of the implementation of the Richard's Review.
Burnley University Technical College (UTC) specialises in engineering and construction from basic skills to degree level. The UTC will provide students with
a seamless transition into the world of work or further education and is supported by major employers from across aerospace, nuclear, technology, and
green energy industries.
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There are a number of groups whose low or lack of qualifications will prevent them from accessing the benefits of growth . This affects a number of groups but
in particular Young People not in employment, education and training (NEETs). There are an estimated 3,200 NEET young people in Lancashire, 6% of 16 to
18 year olds in the area. By age group, nearly 600 are 16 years old, over 1,000 aged 17 and 1,600 are 18 years old. Overall Lancashire has a higher than
average number of NEETS , with 15% of 16-24 year olds young people only qualified to NVQ Level 1 and 9% with no qualifications. However, over 28% of 1624 year olds are qualified to NVQ Level 2 compared to the 17% of the total working age population with NVQ2 as their highest level of qualification.
Although the qualification levels for women are not significantly below the national average there are spatial differences within Lancashire. For example, 17%
of the female population of Blackburn and 14% of Blackpool have no skills compared to the national average of 10%. In relatio n to NVQ4 level qualifications
Blackburn (28%), Blackpool (25%) and Pendle (20%) all have rates well below the national average of 35%. This compares with 44% of the female populations
of Ribble Valley and Rossendale being qualified to NVQ4.
Qualification levels for those aged 50-64 again are not significantly different from the national average but with major geographic variations. For example, the
number of those 50+ without qualifications is 24% in Blackburn compared to the national rate of 15%. In Burnley the number with NVQ1 only is 22% compared
to the national average of 12%. This compares with those 50+ in Ribble Valley and Wyre qualified to NVQ4+ being well over the national rate; 41% and 45%
respectively compared to 31% nationally.
The Opt In Offers from the BIG Lottery and Skills Funding Agency, will both deliver activity to reduce the number of NEETs in Lancashire with a focus on
those furthest from the Labour Market. This will be in addition to activity by local partners that will help support those furthest from the Labour Market.
Lancashire’s opportunities can only be fully exploited if there is a keen focus on ensuring that there is the right supply and mix of skills to meet business needs.
Although a place of rising qualifications levels, Lancashire still needs to increase the number of residents with, or on the pathway to, higher level and more
business orientated skills linked to growth sectors. Whether through workforce training, graduate development or the expansio n of Higher/Advanced
Apprenticeships, this is a crucial objective.
In addressing this challenge Lancashire can utilise the expertise and capacity provided by its significant cluster of Higher and Further Education Institutions,
training providers and business led initiatives, including developing multiple access points and progression routes for people to develop the skills required for
Lancashire’s future needs. It will also need to address the structural imbalances in GSCE attainment between different areas to ensure good starting points for
skills development and better match resident's skills with local business needs.
UCLan is collaborating with Runshaw College on foundation courses/degrees that support student progression to HE, and working with Burnley UTC through
setting practical projects that help attract young people into engineering.
Developing Lancashire’s skills levels is essential for supporting the LEP’s growth ambitions; skills and training have a dire ct impact on productivity, innovation
and creativity within the economy. In order to address these skills issues, and in support of growth sectors, the Skills system needs to become more demand
responsive and enhance progression routes for academic and vocational skills working including schools, training providers and higher education. This can be
supported by building upon the current 'hub and spoke' approach focusing on integrating progression routes and developing IAG.
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3.5

Economic Activity and Social Inclusion

Integral to the ESI Funds Strategy is an approach to ensure that the residents of Lancashire have the opportunities and skills to access current and future,
supporting increases in productivity and income levels.
Lancashire contains significant pockets of deprivation and without focused interventions there is a real danger that excluded individuals and communities living
in some of the most deprived areas in England will be left behind as our economy develops. As indicated earlier pre 2008 jobs growth in Lancashire did not
increase incomes as much as did across the rest of the UK. This Strategy will support activity to move those furthest from the Labour Market closer to
appropriate training and employment opportunities. Encouraging entrepreneurship and enterprise, building capacity to enable local residents to help
themselves will be essential components of this approach.
The Government’s proposals for Assisted Areas status in Lancashire encompass some of our most deprived areas and communities. Assisted Area status will
enhance the impact of existing, and planned, activity focused on attracting and supporting business investment and generating employment growth.
ESI Funds will be used to support holistic interventions by both Public, Private and Third sectors, develop the social enterprise sector, attract business
investment and increase economic participation rates within the most disadvantaged communities and groups.
An analysis of the Indices of Multiple Deprivation (2010) shows extremes in Lancashire, from the affluent areas of the Ribble Valley and Wyre, to several
places that contain large areas of severe ingrained deprivation. These areas are associated with lower skill levels and economic activity rates. Six Lancashire
authorities are ranked in the 50 most deprived in the country, with three of these, Blackpool, Burnley and Blackburn with Darwen, falling into the 10% most
deprived. A closer examination of Lower Super Output Areas (LSOAs) highlights the extent of the problem with 17.4% of Lancashire LSOAs falling into the
most deprived 10% in the country, compared to 15.5% in 2007. In contrast the percentage of LSOAs in Lancashire that are within the most affluent 10% in the
country has increased from 1.2% to 5.4%. This illustrates that deprivation is becoming more embedded and the gap is widening between the most and least
deprived areas.
In the most deprived areas multiple factors come together to exclude large numbers of residents from the labour market. Long term unemployment, benefit
dependency, low skills, low incomes, health, housing problems and poor quality environment create multiple barriers to economic activity. High levels of
benefit dependency are particularly acute in the same areas. Eight out of 14 Lancashire authorities have working age benefits and incapacity benefit rat es well
above the national figure.
The problems are particularly marked in Blackpool, with almost twice the national average, and in Blackburn, Burnley and Hyndburn, which have incapacity
benefit rates 50% higher than the national figure. At a more localised level there are wards in Blackpool, Blackburn with Dar wen, Burnley, Hyndburn and
Preston that have working age benefits claimant rates of more than 30%, twice the national average.
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